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Now in red! Are you tired of losing track of the user names and passwords you create every time
you visit a new website? Now you can keep important website addresses, user names, and
passwords in one convenient place with this logbook!This time- and headache-saving little organizer
contains 144 pages, including tabbed alphabetical pages with room for website addresses, user
names, passwords, and additional notes.Spiral binding allows pages to lie flat for ease of use.Handy
elastic band closureAdditional pages in the back allow you to record home network configurations,
software license numbers, other notes.Removable label, discreet cover design4-1/4'' wide x 5-3/4''
high
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I just received my "little black book" and I LOVE it. It is small enough to take with you if needed
(about the size of 4" x 6" index card), has a spiral binding allowing to fully open to write in, hard
cover with good protection and lots of pages to store my info. It's very discreet and easy to hide if
need be. I've been using an address book from the dollar store up to this point, which filled my
needs and was OK, but a bit messy at times. However, with this book I have set places for the
websites themselves, my user-names and passwords. In addition, there are a few lines for notes,
which I use for security questions on that site. I tend to take care of most things via the computer
and I love knowing that if something should ever happen to me, my family will be able to access
everything they need in one neat, alphabetical place. (Not to be morbid, I'm just a planner). I love
my book and for the price, I couldn't be happier. I just wish I purchased it sooner! *** Please note I
bought this book in black, not the red as pictured. I'm not sure if the color changes from year to

year, but the red would be just as nice I suppose ***

I bought this one for the spiral binding. Unfortunately, because the front and rear covers are
connected over that binding, you can't lay the pages flat. Hard to explain, but the pages are on a
slant because the cover requires them to be. If the cover was 2 pieces, then the pages could lie flat
on the spiral. Also, the tabs, while helpful, don't extend beyond the edge of the page, they are cut
out of the page. Therefore you can't grab the tab and go, you have to kind of flop the book back and
forth to grab the tab.I liked my previous one better (which I got from an organizing store whose
name starts with container and ends with store), but it had gotten too messy with all my password
changes.. I should have paid extra for that one, I think.As to writing down my passwords, I can see
the security weakness in that. However, my bank card wasn't hacked from my password book, it
was hacked from Target, through Target's security and firewalls. I don't really trust the electronic
password savers to be unhackable. I put shorthand notes to myself in my password book, so the full
password isn't there, but it will remind me what the password is. Again, not the most secure, but
better than nothing, and as another poster said, if someone breaks into my home, I'll bet they'll be
going after the family silver and the electronics, not rooting through my drawers looking for a
password book... And, if they do break in for my password book, at least I'll have forced them to get
dressed and leave the house and put in a little physical work for it ;-)

I've been looking for a book to contain all my many, many passwords besides on little pieces of
paper stuck in my desk. This book is a perfect size for my desk and has just the right spaces for
user name, password, and a note about the website. I agree with everyone else you need to fill it
out in pencil.

Small enough that I can have it right next to my keyboard. I love the A-Z indexing as it makes it easy
to find my passwords. It also has a red elastic band that I can keep the book closed and take with
me. Good quality, a lot of extra pages to add web sites and passwords - wonderful!

I have tried to invent my own record-keeping system for passwords, but nothing really worked. This
little book is exactly what I needed--I absolutely love it ! It is perfect --couldn't be more satisfied !

This book arrived faster then usual. I'm thrilled with the book. I have another internet logbook from
another company and this one is soooo much better and was LESS expensive. This one is for a gift

and I know she will be surprised and very pleased especially when I show her mine. Great book with
a great price.

I had to buy another one because this was really small, I did like all the lines they included for each
entry, the other book I bought was not as inclusive

Nice little logbook I like the compact size but I don't really care for the binder style ring for this size
of book it makes it difficult to write down info on the left side of it, otherwise it has plenty of space to
do what was intended to be done with it.
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